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Abstract 

In this paper we proposed a chaotic authentication mechanism for gray scale image by secret sharing by using some of the 
cryptographic techniques. Recent researches of image encryption algorithms have been increasingly based on chaotic systems, but 
the drawbacks of small key space and weak security in one-dimensional chaotic cryptosystems are obvious. We present a new 
nonlinear chaotic algorithm (NCA) which uses power function and tangent function instead of linear function. Its structural 
parameters are obtained by experimental analysis and an image encryption algorithm in a one-time-one password system is 
designed. Compared with some general encryption algorithms such as DES, the encryption algorithm is more secure. We review 
the main achievements in the field of chaotic cryptography, starting with the definition of chaotic systems and their properties 
and the difficulties it has to outwit. The major advantages and drawbacks of the most popular chaotic map ciphers in terms of 
security and computational cost are analyzed. The most significant cryptanalytic techniques are considered and applied for testing 
the security of some chaotic algorithms. This secret sharing scheme is useful for reducing the risk of incidental partial data loss. 
This paper also presents the security issues and discuss on keeping high quality visual effect. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Visual cryptography (VC), also called visual secret sharing (VSS), is a technique in which a secret is encrypted into 
several share images and then decrypted later using a human visual system to stack all the share images [1]. In 1995, 
Naor and Shamir [2] were the first to propose a (t; n) visual cryptography technique that involves dividing an image into 
n different shares. The secret image could be reconstructed if at least t shares were stacked, where n ≥ t. If fewer shares 
were available, the secret could not be decrypted [3]. Many VC methods have been proposed in the past few years; some 
have been designed to allow only a particular sub-group of defined participants to decode the secret [4], but some have 
been designed for any sub-group of k participants, and these are the most popular [5, 7]. Among them, the (2, n) schemes 
and the (n; n) schemes get more attention. Authentication of digital documents has aroused great interest due to their 
wide application areas such as legal documents, certificates, digital books and engineering drawings. In addition, more 
important documents such as fax insurance and personal documents are digitized and stored. With the advance of digital 
technologies, it is now easy to modify digital images without causing noticeable changes, resulting possibly in illicit 
tampering of transmitted images. It is desirable to design effective methods to solve this kind of image authentication 
problem, particularly for images of documents whose security must be protected. Authentication and detection of 
tampering and forgery are thus of primary concerns. Data hiding or watermarking for binary images authentication has 
been a promising approach to alleviate these concerns. Most prior works on data hiding and watermarking focus on gray 
scale images in which the pixel takes a wide range of values, slightly perturbing the pixel value by a small amount causes 
no perceptible distortions. This authentication problem is difficult for binary images because of their simple binary nature. 
Embedding of authentication signals into binary images will cause destruction of image contents, and so arouses possible 
suspect from invaders. Therefore, a good solution should take into consideration not only the security issue of reducing 
the possibility of being tampered with imperceptions but also the effectiveness of reducing image distortion resulting from 
authentication signal embedding. In this paper, we propose an authentication method for bi-nary images with good 
balance between the mutually conflicting goals of distortion reduction and security enhancement. Another important 
application of secret sharing is e-voting where the vote of every individual participant will be absolutely and correctly 
counted in the overall voting result but there is no way for other people (including candidates and authorities) to know 
and understand whom the individual voted for. In today’s in-formation and networking world, secret sharing is also a 
important issue in network security and can be used in key management and multi-party secure computation. The secret 
sharing scheme is developed not only to carry authentication signals and image content data but also to help repair 
tampered data through the use of shares.   
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2. RELATED WORK 
The concept of secret sharing was proposed by Shamir in 1979. Secret sharing schemes can be classified into various 
categories, in terms of numbers of secrets to be shared, two classes can be identified: single secret and multiple secrets. In 
terms of share’s capabilities, two classes can be identified as well: same-weight shares and weighted shares. Weighted 
shares concept tell us that different shares have different capabilities in recovering the secret(s)–a more weighted share 
needs fewer other shares and a less weighted share required more other shares to recover the secret(s). Based on this 
technique two typical classes can be identified: polynomial based schemes and Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT) based 
schemes. In this, we identify a simple relation between the lengths of shares and their weights and based on this relation, 
a new CRT based (w, N)-threshold secret sharing scheme is proposed. Creating partial shares using following equation: 
 
F (xi) = (d+c1xi+c2xi

2+………………………. +ck-1xi
k-1) mod p          (1) 

For i=1, 2, 3…n 
For recovering the secret message use the following equation: 
 
d= (-1) k-1[F(x1) x2x3...……………..xk/(x1-x2) (x1-x3)……. ( x1-xk)]  
               + [F(x2) x1x3………………..xk/(x2-x1) (x2-x3)……. (x2-xk)] 
               + [F(x3) x1x2………………..xk/(x3-x1) (x3-x2)……. (x3-xk)] Mod p        (2) 
For i=1, 2, 3 ...n. 
 
Comparisons of CRT based scheme with MIGNOTTE’S scheme:  
Both scheme are based on CRT and use the same operation to recover the secret. They use the same operation to generate 
all same weight shares. For the shares of different weights pi, the new scheme generates pi × n bit primes (or co-primes) 
directly. However, Mignotte’s scheme generates a Mignotte sequence of n bits each first and then gets pi × n bit (maybe pi 
× n − pi + 1 bit) primes (or co-primes) by multiplying pi primes (or co-primes) in the Mignotte sequence. After 
generating primes (or co-primes), both schemes use the same modular operation to get shares. The difference in 
generating primes (or co-primes) affects only performance but not security features. As a result, the new scheme and 
Mignotte’s scheme have identical security features [11].Advantage of this new scheme is simple and its implementation is 
straight-forward. Disadvantage of this scheme affects only the performance ratio but not security features.  
 
2.1 PATTERN-BASED DATA HIDING METHOD IMAGE AUTHENTICATION  
In this paper Huijuan Yang and Alex C. Kot, April 2007, the “uneven embed ability” of the image by embedding the 
watermark are proposed. Similarly the problem of locating the “embeddable” pixels has been addressed and an 
authentication scheme is designed to incorporate the cryptographic signature to ensure the authenticity and integrity of 
the image. The main objectives of this paper are as follows:  
1) Assess the “flip ability” of a pixel using the connectivity preserving criterion to achieve good visual quality of the 
watermarked image.  
2) Handle the “uneven embed ability” of the image by adaptively embedding the watermark only in those “embeddable” 
blocks.  
3) Study the invariant features in flipping pixels in binary images to achieve blind watermark extraction.  
4) Explore different ways of partitioning the image to achieve larger capacity. 
5) Investigate on how to locate the “embeddable” pixels in the watermarked image so as to incorporate crypto-graphic 
signature to achieve higher security [11].  
In this paper, a novel blind data hiding scheme for binary images authentication based on connectivity-preserving of 
pixels is presented. A window of size 3 X 3 is employed to assess the “flip ability” of a pixel in a block. No side 
information is required for the water-mark retrieval due to the feature of the data embedding process. The “uneven embed 
ability” of the input binary image is handled by embedding the watermark based on the three transition criteria. A smaller 
block size is chosen for increasing the data hiding capacity. The fixed 3 X 3 block, non-interlaced and interlaced block 
schemes are discuss and compare the capacity the capacities using different types of blocks. Different types and sizes of 
block can be chosen for different applications. Also ad-dress the problem of how to locate the “embeddable” pixels in a 
block for different block schemes, which facilitates authenticity and integrity of the image are ensured. Advantage of the 
proposed scheme can be applied to a wide variety of binary images authentication. Disadvantage is the interlaced block 
scheme is the most time-consuming due to the largest number of blocks.  
 
2.2  BINARY IMAGE AUTHENTICATION WITH TAMPERING LOCALIZATION BY EMBEDDING CRYPTOGRAPHIC SIGNATURE 

AND BLOCK  
In this paper Huijuan Yang and Alex C. Kot, december 2006, proposes a novel two-layer blind binary image 
authentication scheme, in which the first layer is targeted at the overall authentication and the second layer is targeted at 
identifying the tampering locations. The “flip ability” of a pixel is determined by the “connectivity-preserving” transition 
criterion. The image is partitioned into multiple macro-blocks that are subsequently classified into eight categories. The 
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block identifier is defined adaptively for each class and embedded in those “qualified” and “self-detecting” macro-blocks 
in order to identify the tampered locations. The overall authentication is achieved in the first lay-er by hiding the 
cryptographic signature (CS) of the image. The localization of the tampering is achieved in the second layer by 
embedding the block identifier (BI) in the “qualified” or “self-detecting” macro-blocks (MBs). Specifically, we group 
multiple overlapping 3X 3 blocks to form an MB and classify the MBs to “qualified” macro-blocks (QMBs) and 
“unqualified” macro-blocks (UMBs) based on the number of “flippable” pixels Nf [3]. The QMBs are chained, and the BI 
that is used to identify the tampering occurred both to the QMB and its neighboring UMB is embedded. Advantage of this 
pro-posed method is effective in detecting any changes, and in the meantime, the locations being tampered can be 
identified. Disadvantage is the MB size should be chosen such that a good compromise can be made between the capacity 
required for embedding CS and the localization accuracy. Mismatch detection and the false alarm are most likely 
occurred if MBs that do not have enough “flippable” pixels to embed a complete BI. 
 
3. RELATED WORK 
Following methods need to study and included in this project work: 
Data hiding and watermarking techniques:  
The hiding and watermarking techniques for digital media applications, including ownership protection, signature 
verification, copy control annotation and authentication. 
Data Secret-sharing Scheme:  
Secret sharing is important in information and network security and has broad applications in the real world area. A 
secret sharing scheme starts with a secret and then creates certain shares which are distributed to a group of participants. 
The secret may be uniquely recovered from certain predetermined groups of users which constitute the access structure. 
An important category of access structure is the (w, N)-threshold access structure in which, an authorized group contains 
any w or more participants and any group of at most w−1 participants is an unauthorized group. These schemes deal with 
either single or multiple secrets and their shares have either the same weight or different weights.  
Data Embedding:  
Title The data embedding method can be used to detect unauthorized use of a digitized signature, and annotate or 
authenticate binary documents. 

 
Fig1: Framework of proposed document image authentication method [1]. 

 
The input cover image is assumed to be gray-scale image .After the proposed method is applied; the cover image is 
transformed into a stego image in the Portable Network Graphics (PNG) format .The stego-image is verified by the 
proposed method for its authenticity. Integrity modifications of the stego-image can be detected by the method at the 
block level and repaired at the pixel level [1]. 
4. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 
Following first module has been implemented:  
Here we creates the shares and distributed to the n participants. By collecting k number of shares we recover the secret 
message which is same as original document contents. These are some screen snapshots showing the result. 
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Fig 2,(a) original image, (b) creating share1 (c) creating share 2, (d) overlapping image, (e) same image come after  
XOR operation. 
5. CONCLUSION 
A new blind image authentication method with a data repair capability for binary grayscale document images based on 
secret sharing has been proposed. With the Shamir method shares are distributed in well designed manner to create stego 
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image .For the self-repairing of the content of a tampered block, the reverse Shamir scheme has been applied to compute 
the original content of the block. 
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